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Abstract: Traffic Congestion is a socio-economic problem that swelled in the past few decades.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) has become the cutting edge solution to most traffic
problems. One of the important problems is the prediction of the incoming traffic pattern. There
are a number of available approaches for traffic congestion prediction. One approach using
NeuroFuzzy is discussed here. The approach is modified into a hybrid one using Hidden Markov
Models (HMM). HMM is implemented to take into consideration time factor. It is used to select
the right NeuroFuzzy network suitable for this particular time period for efficient congestion
prediction. The novelty in this research is: 1) showing that the right choice of traffic pattern for
training affects the quality of the prediction dramatically. 2) The results from the hybrid model
showing 6% MAE rate which outperforms the standard standalone NeuroFuzzy approach of 15%
error.
Keywords: Hidden Markov Models, NeuroFuzzy, Traffic Time Effect, Traffic Congestion
Prediction, and Empirical Evaluation.
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to develop a time-aware prediction model for traﬃc congestion based
on empirical data. Although, time has a dramatic effect on traffic congestion, most of the
algorithms used in traﬃc prediction research account only for variables such as speed, ﬂow, and
density without taking into consideration the eﬀect of time. For example, in the morning, there
is a morning rush hour when people are going to work. The same for the afternoon, when people
are returning back home. Additionally, one can argue that the diﬀerent days of the week have
diﬀerent traﬃc congestion patterns. A Monday would have a different traffic pattern than a
Wednesday. A weekend would neither have the same amount of traﬃc like a working day nor
does it have traffic flowing to the same destinations at times similar to those of the working days.
Most probably weekend traffic is flowing towards malls, shopping centers, and leisure
destinations. The same concept applies for public holidays. It can also be claimed that time
seasonality such as weeks, months, and seasons have diﬀerent traﬃc congestion patterns. For
instance, the model being developed in this research smartly accounts for some time dependency.
Shankar et. al. [1] studied traffic congestion using three different fuzzy techniques to estimate
traffic congestion. Each technique had speed and density inputs with three different input levels.
Their best performing model is replicated and tested here using a different dataset. In this paper,
some of the shortcomings of related work are mentioned and an enhancement is introduced. The
proposed model considers how to better choose training data. Additionally, a novel hybrid model
utilizing neurofuzzy and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to predict traffic congestion is also
developed. The model uses a neurofuzzy approach to detect traffic congestion with the assistance
of HMM to automatically choose the most suitable neurofuzzy network for that particular time
of the day or day of the week.
The organization of this paper is as follows: The next section provides a review of the existing
techniques. The review is followed by the theory and the dataset used for empirical evaluation.
Next, the contribution of this research and the analysis of the experiments are discussed. Finally,
the paper draws to a close with the results and discussions, and closes with concluding remarks.
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2. Review of Existing Techniques
Zhang and Colleagues [2] developed a Fuzzy Wavelet Neural Network algorithm and
optimized it using a Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) algorithm. It provided good
precision and stability. In another research, Li et. al. [3] used Feed-Forward Neural Network
(FFNN) for traffic Prediction. Li [4] used dynamic fuzzy neural network (D-FNN) for traffic
flow prediction. The algorithm automatically establishes the network structure. In an early
research on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), Park et. al. [5] applied Radial Basis Function
(RBF) and Back Propagation (BP) to short-term time series traffic volume prediction. While
Kazemi and Abdollahzade [6] proposed local linear neurofuzzy model that is trained offline and
adapted to online data using weighted least squares. Another approach by [7] implemented
fuzzy-neural model (FNM) to predict the traffic flows in an urban network. Shankar et. al. [1]
used traffic flow information captured from a traffic camera to evaluate congestion using three
different fuzzy techniques. Abdulhai [8] pre-sented short-term traffic flow prediction based on a
combination of both Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Genetic Algorithms (GAs). In a
different research, [9] developed a Hierarchical Fuzzy Rule-Based System (HFRBS) and
optimized it by (GAs). The approach is accurate and robust for traffic congestion prediction.
Abu-Lebdeha [10] used ANNs to predict travel time on urban arterials for both congested
and non-congested traffic conditions. Ishak and Alecsandru [11] developed a prediction query
manager that decides between two prediction algorithms based on error decision algorithm. One
based on ANNs architecture and the other is memory-based on the past commuter's travel
experience. Boto-Giralda and Colleagues [12] developed a fuzzy ARTMAP ANN algorithm for
short-term forecasting of traffic time series. They also implemented a wavelet denoising process.
In his article, Celikoglu [13] introduced an ANNs for real-time mapping of traffic density in
conjunction with a macroscopic traffic flow model. Another study by [14] used dynamic timedelay recurrent wavelet neural network model to predict traffic flow. Further reading available
in papers such as [15-18].
From the previous review, it is clear that different approaches of traffic congestion prediction
are available. However, time effect has not been studied in any of those approaches.
Additionally, the use of HMM in traffic prediction is not broadly applied. Therefore, this paper
proposes a model that uses HMM and NeuroFuzzy to study time effect on traffic congestion
prediction.
3. Dataset
Table 1. Sample Traffic Data

This research is based on data collected from the Highways in England. The network is
composed of 4400 miles of major motorways in England and accounts for only 2% of all
England’s roads [19]. England’s Highway Agency made traﬃc data available for the public in
monthly comma separated files (csv) ﬁles from 2009 to date. Each monthly ﬁle contain roughly
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7 million records of traﬃc ﬂow data. As shown in the sample Table 1, the data is averaged every
15 minutes for all the junctions resulting in 96 readings per junction per day (2976 readings per
junction per month). In the experiments, 2499 junctions were used. Table 2 shows the
explanation of the headers in Table 1.
Since the interest here is predicting traﬃc condition using non-deterministic models, the
quality of the data is utmost importance. Hence, data mining techniques were used to extract a
suitable junction data for the purpose of this research.
Table 2. Meaning of Column Headers

For example, a proﬁle of a certain junction does not have any sizable congestion pattern or
another junction proﬁle that only contain slow speeds which could bias the study towards urban
traﬃc instead of highway. Therefore, smart routines were developed to qualify the junctions
based on the data proﬁle available to suit the study at hand. A junction called ”AL1260”
representing the A453 between A50 and A42 is chosen for this research.

Figure 1. Fundamental Flow-Density and Speed-Flow Relationships
A standardization of the units is applied to allow for the calculation of additional variables
and solid analysis. According to [20], three phase traﬃc theory, the fundamental ﬂow-density
relationship and the fundamental speed-ﬂow relationship are shown in Figure. 1 (a) and (b)
respectively. They represent the full proﬁle of traﬃc speed, ﬂow, and density relationships. That
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is, any traﬃc pattern may have a part or the whole of the proﬁle shown in the fundamental
relationships graphs.
This is clear when comparing the traﬃc proﬁle shown in Figure. 2 of the chosen ”AL1260”
to the fundamental diagrams in Figure. 1. The junction has a traffic profile containing data that
is representable for all traffic conditions making it suitable for such a traffic study. After the data
is selected, it is cleaned from outliers and other errors. The data point is considered an outlier if
it is lower than one sixth of the sum of the two points around it [21]. If so, it is replaced by the
average of those two points.

Figure 2. Collected data flow density and speed flow
From the other side, if the speed is above 140 Km/hr it is considered as outlier since the speed
in miles on UK roads translate roughly to 110 Km/hr. Subsequent to the data cleaning, statistics
such as mean and standard deviation are calculated. A rolling time window of 90 minutes is used
to deﬁne the statistics for short-term traﬃc prediction. Each 90 minutes period has 6
measurements at 15 minutes intervals which forms a trajectory. This trajectory moves forward
in time one step at each 15 minutes window forming rolling trajectories.
4. Methods
In this section, the adaptive neurofuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model developed by
Shankar et. al. [1] is tested and modified. Furthermore, a new hybrid approach of ANFIS and
HMM is developed. The new approach utilizes HMM to choose among different ANFIS models
to suit a particular time of the day or day of the week. The HMM model predicts which ANFIS
network is required for the next 90 minutes of traffic. It looks ahead; therefore it is able to decide
which ANFIS suits the incoming traffic pattern.
In Shankar’s ANFIS model, it uses one ANFIS to predict various traffic conditions along the
full day/week. This system is called here “Single ANFIS model”. Such a system is composed of
two inputs, one output and the building blocks of the neuro-fuzzy layers. The two inputs are
speed and density while the output is the level of congestion (LOC). Each input has three
different levels of membership functions namely (slow, medium, and fast) for the speed, and
(low, medium, and high) for the density as shown in Table 3. The trapezoidal input membership
functions are used. They are automatically tuned using hybrid backpropagation and least squares
method [22]. The output membership function is a constant and ranges from (0 – 3) with nine
output levels as shown in Table 4. These levels according to [1] are: 2 free flow, 2 slow moving,
1 mild congestion, 2 heavy congestion, and 2 serious jam conditions.
Table 3. Input Membership Function
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Table 4. Output Membership Function

Having defined the model input and output membership functions, the building blocks of the
neurofuzzy system are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Neuro-Fuzzy Model
With the main elements of the system defined, the only remaining part is using the
membership functions of the inputs and output to generate the fuzzy rules of the model. This is
shown in Table 5 where the fuzzy inference system maps the crisp inputs into a crisp output
through the four main stages of an inference system. Those are the fuzzifer, rules, inference
engine, and defuzziﬁer [23]. The inputs are converted into fuzzy sets using membership functions
through the fuzziﬁer stage. The next step is the inference; it is made based on a set of rules.
Finally, the output is generated using output membership functions through the defuzziﬁcation
stage.
Table 5. Fuzzy Rule Set

Up to this point, the model is a replication of the single ANFIS model developed in [1].
Nevertheless, the model is missing important pieces. Firstly, the data used in the model has not
been verified if it is representable of all traffic states. The sample used may cover a part of the
traffic full profile shown in Figure. 1. Therefore, the error of the model will definitely increase
if it is tested with a traffic profile dramatically different than that used for the training. Secondly,
the model was not clear on the percentage of data used for training and testing. Thirdly, it is
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difficult to define traffic state based on point by point measurement. For example, assuming a
vehicle is traveling at a speed of 40 Km/hr. This speed can be observed at a free-flow traffic
condition, medium flow condition, and a breakdown or recovery from traffic congestion. Also,
the change in the speed does not show the traffic condition based on point by point. Hence,
statistics are required to define a trend over a period of time that can assist in determining the
state of traffic. In the following few paragraphs, an attempt to resolve the above issues is made.
The model is modified and a new model is introduced.
The single neuro-fuzzy model predicts the state of congestion ranging from free flow traffic
to serious congestion. To validate the assumption of full traffic profile is needed for the training;
the 2499 junctions are split into two groups. The first group contains speed and density profiles
that when reconstructed, they were found to cover a partial range of either free flow or congested
traffic data according to Kerner's attempt to reconstruct traffic pattern [20]. The second group
contains profiles of speeds and densities that cover the full range of free flow and congested
traffic.
The experiment is implemented using a model that selects an arbitrary training junction from
the first group which represents one month of data for that particular junction. The trained model
is tested using the remaining 2498 junctions. The error is calculated using mean absolute error
(MAE). The experiment is repeated with a training junction from the second group that covers
the full range of speeds and densities. The trained network is tested with the remaining 2498
junctions.

Figure 4. Proposed Hybrid Model Structure
Since no one solution fits all, it is important to use different neurofuzzy networks for different
junctions. Even more, for the same junction, it is important to consider the time factor. That is,
within the same day there are morning and evening rush hours. There are times of average traffic
in the afternoon and late evening, and finally very low late night/early morning traffic.
Additionally, within the same week, traffic differs on various weekdays. A novel model is
developed here that depends on using multiple neurofuzzy networks “An Array of ANFIS
models” to predict traffic on different times of the day and different days of the week. The model
is smart enough to automatically switch among different networks at different times using HMM.
The algorithm [24] uses expectation maximization (EM) to find the log-likelihood of the best
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ANFIS network to implement for the next 90 minutes. It updates its decision every 15 minutes
with a horizon of 90 minutes. Hidden Markov model is used to determine the most suitable
neurofuzzy network for the incoming traffic profile as shown in Figure. 4.
It does not only switch among the right networks during the same day but also switches the
right network among different days. For example, if the traffic during the rush hour of a
Wednesday matches the trained profile of the Wednesday rush hour neurofuzzy network, HMM
assigns the Wednesday network to predict that traffic. However, if at an instance, Wednesday
traffic pattern closely matches a pattern of a Monday rush hour, the Monday neurofuzzy network
is assigned to predict that traffic pattern instead of the normal Wednesday network. The HMM
looks 90 minutes in advance using the Viterbi algorithm. Its decision is updated every 15
minutes.
HMM is suitable for traffic prediction since HMM is a stochastic process and traffic is
stochastic in nature. In a first order observable Markov process [25], the future state probability
is independent of all the past states given the current state [26, 27]. Assuming P denotes the
probability function, denotes the state S at time t.
Then,
St

P(St | St −1, St − 2 , St −3 , , S1) = P(St | St −1)

(1)

Where the 𝑃(𝑆𝑡 |𝑆𝑡−1 ) is called the state transition probability 𝑎𝑖𝑗 from state 𝑆𝑡−1 = 𝑆𝑖 to state
𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆𝑗 such that 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑆𝑗 are two distinct states.
aij = P(St = s j | St −1 = si ),

1  i, j  N

(2)

Where N is the number of states which obeys the following standard probability constraints:
aij  0

(3)

The initial state transition probability matrix denoted as π and deﬁned as:
N
 aij = 1
j =1

(4)

𝜋 = 𝑃(𝑆𝑡) = 𝑆1

(5)

For a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), the system state is unknown (hidden) and is only
observed through a probabilistic function of an event or observation O connected to that
unknown state. In turn, this introduces a new HMM probability term called the emission matrix
where M is the number of observations and
BN  M

b jk

b jk = P(Ok at t | St = s j )

is:
(6)

Where 1 ≤ 𝐽 ≤ 𝑁, 1 ≤ 𝐾 ≤ 𝑀, 𝑡 = 1,2,3, …
It represents the probability of a particular observation given a particular hidden state. For
convenience, the notion is used to refer to
the HMM model parameters.
Rabinar [25] answered the three main  = {A, B, } problems facing the implementation of
any HMM algorithm. Those are:
What are the initial model parameters that maximizes the  = {A, B, } probability
P(O | ) denoted as * = { A* , B* ,  *} . Given an observation sequence
O = {O1, O2 , O3 ,Ot }.
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What is the P(O | )? Given initial model parameters  = {A, B, } and an observation sequence
O = {O1, O2 , O3 ,Ot }.

What is the optimal state transition sequence? Given a set of observation sequence
the HMM parameters  = {A, B, }.
For space limitation, summarized answers for the two most important questions are provided
herein. Dempster [24] used Expectation Maximization (EM) to find the maximum likelihood of
the model initial parameters. Baum-Welsh iterative training algorithm [28] is used to optimize
the model parameters.
The focus now is shifted to finding the optimal state sequence associated with a given
observation sequence. That is predicting the optimal state sequence. The Viterbi algorithm [29]
was implemented to find the optimal state sequence S = {S1, S2 , S3 ,, ST } for a given observation
sequence O = {O1, O2 , O3 ,Ot } . A new variable  t (i) is defined as follows:
O = {O1, O2 , O3 ,Ot } and

t (i) =

Where

max
P(S1S2S3  St = si , O1O2 Ot |  )
s1, s2 , s3,st −1

(7)

 t (i ) is the highest probability along a single path which accounts for the first t

observations and ends at state si . By induction [25]
 t +1( j ) = max [ t ( j )aij ].b j (Ot +1)

(8)

i

To obtain the state sequence, a four steps process of initialization, recursion, termination, and
path backtracking is implemented. Since the path backtracking is a backward state retrieval
process, the model tracks back one step at a time to find the previous state that maximizes the
probability to reach the current state.
The unknown traffic conditions are represented by the hidden states of the HMM. As stated
earlier to find the states, a trend is required. That is, statistics such as the average  , and standard
deviation  are needed for both speed and density inputs to find the unknown traffic conditions.
Since the average measures central tendency of the data and the standard deviation measures the
variation of the data, combining both provide better confidence in the classification and
prediction [30].
An assumption regarding the transition of the states is required for HMM. That is, the
transition of the states is said to be stationary over time to enable HMM application to traﬃc.
Therefore, the daily traffic is divided into 5 periods symboled by “P#” as shown in Table 6 where
the “#” is a number corresponding to the order of the period:
• 2 peak periods (morning from 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.) and afternoon from 1:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.)
• 2 off-peak periods (from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.) and (from 6:30 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.) with
average traffic.
• 1 off-peak period (from 12:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m.) with low traffic.
Table 6. Daily and Weekly Periods
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The above daily split is applied to the 5 working days of the week. This will result in 25
different neurofuzzy networks. Each network will be trained with traffic pattern from its
corresponding period. Hence, each ANFIS model is defined and referred to later in the text as
period specific or model corresponding to particular time period. The same for HMM
construction and training, there must be a number of HMMs equal to the number of neurofuzzy
networks; one for each period. HMMs will choose the most suitable neurofuzzy network for
prediction according to the incoming traffic pattern. It is cruital for the integrity of the study to
assume stationary traffic over each of the periods defined above. Figure. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 show
sample of traffic data for different periods of the day. They show periods of free flow traffic,
medium flow and congestion. It is evident from Figure. 10 which represents one month of data
that there are periods of congestion on daily basis where speed drops dramatically.

Figure 5. Sample of Period One

Figure 6. Sample of Period Two

Figure 7. Sample of Period Three
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Figure 8. Sample of Period Four

Figure 9. Sample of Period Five

Figure 10. Sample of one month Data
The application of the above method is applied over the previously chosen junction in the
dataset section (AL1260). A one year data for the chosen junction is used. A 70% of the junction
data is used for training and 30% for testing. Both the 70% and 30% data are selected from
different seasons in the year to reduce the effect of traffic seasonality within the year. After the
data is selected, it is cleaned from outliers and other errors. Subsequent to the data cleaning,
statistics for both speed and density are calculated. A rolling time window of 90 minutes is used
to deﬁne the statistics for short-term traffic prediction in each period. Each 90 minutes period
has 6 measurements at 15 minutes intervals which forms a trajectory. This trajectory moves
forward in time one step at each 15 minutes window.
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An experiment to verify the model is conducted. The different neurofuzzy networks are used
statically in their time periods. For instance, the network trained using Monday morning rush
hour is used to predict traffic on Monday morning rush hour. The results of that are compared to
the results of using one neurofuzzy network to cover the full week traffic prediction. Following
this, the different neurofuzzy networks are dynamically selected using HMM to predict traffic
during different times of the day and days of the week.
5. Results and Discussions
The single neuro-fuzzy model replicated here is trained and tested on a different dataset. It
predicts the state of congestion ranging from free ﬂow traffic to serious congestion. The model
is trained using speed and density inputs and produces LOC as output. This output is compared
to human decision of LOC (actual LOC).
Figure 11 shows the results of testing a neurofuzzy network from the first group (partial
traffic profile). The MAE is 15%. While Figure. 12 shows the results of testing a neurofuzzy
network from the second group. That is, a network trained with full traffic profile. The MAE is
11%. It is clear from the results that using the incorrect training proﬁle leads to higher error rates.

Figure 11. Testing Arbitrary Junction

Figure 12. Testing a specific network
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Figure 13. High-level design of the hybrid algorithm
For MATLAB implementation
The model using different neurofuzzy networks during different times of the day and days of
the week to predict traffic states is tested. The networks are fixed statically corresponding to
different time periods. The result of this experiment is compared to single neuro-fuzzy model
approach to predict traffic during the whole week. The error is 9% which outperforms [1] model.
Additionally, the novel HMM-neurofuzzy hybrid model where HMM chooses the most suitable
ANFIS to predict traffic is experimented and its performance is evaluated.Herein, Figure. 13
shows UML design for the hybrid model implementation in MATLAB.
The data comes in monthly files, each file contain all the junctions traffic of the UK
motorways. The model extracts one year data of a particular junction from each monthly file.
The model then cleans the data and calculates statistics of mean and standard deviation to be
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used with HMM. It then prepares training and testing data from different seasons. This is
obtained by selecting two months for training and one month for testing from each of the four
seasons. Data manipulation techniques are applied to group similar daily data together and split
the data into the give different groups as in Table 6. Each HMM and ANFIS pair is trained with
data from its corresponding time period. ANFIS is trained with actual data as shown in Figure.
14 while HMM is trained using statistics.
In this process, the optimal HMM parameters are obtained. Once training is completed, a test
vector is fed to the 25 HMMs where the best ANFIS is chosen based on the log-likelihood of the
HMMs. The chosen ANFIS is tested with the same test vector and its error is recorded. The same
test vector is applied to the ANFIS corresponding to the time period. The error is also recorded
and compared to the error of the HMM chosen ANFIS. HMM is considered to have an error
based on the number of hit/miss choices. That is, it chooses the ANFIS producing the smallest
error. The approach uses HMM to lookahead in order to select a suitable neurofuzzy network to
predict the incoming traffic state. Each day is split into 5 periods and the week is split into 5
working days excluding weekend. This results in a total of 25 different time periods which
require 25 different HMMs and their corresponding 25 neurofuzzy networks. As a starting point,
care is excerised while dealing with big data to ensure its integrity across the 25 different periods
while training both HMMs and neurofuzzy networks. The HMMs are trained using statistics
calculated from the incoming traffic profiles of corresponding time periods. It looks forward 90
minutes using path backtracking of Viterbi Algorithm and its decision is updated every 15
minutes.
The HMMs decides for the incoming traffic pattern which is the most suitable neurofuzzy
network to best predict the incoming traffic state. This is obtained by finding the Log-Likelihood
of the incoming traffic pattern using HMMs. The lowest Log-Likelihood value corresponds to
the HMM best representing the incoming traffic pattern. HMM then selects its corresponding
neurofuzzy network to predict the incoming traffic. The decision of HMM is verified by feeding
the test vector to all the 25 neurofuzzy networks and measuring the resulting error. Intuitively,
one of two results is expected. The first result is that the neurofuzzy network corresponding to
this particular period of the day should produce the smallest testing error. The second result is
that the neurofuzzy network chosen by the HMM should produce the smallest testing error. That
is, in cases where the neurofuzzy network chosen by HMM differs from the neurofuzzy network
corresponding to that particular time period, its error is smaller than the error produced by the
neurofuzzy network corresponding to that particular time period. The most important outcome
is that in almost 75% of the cases, the HMM chosen network is the exact neurofuzzy network
corresponding to that particular time period. Only 25% of the cases had HMM decision different
from the actual network corresponding to the particular period under consideration as shown in
Table 7.
This proves the importance of the assumption regarding the relation between time and the
nature of traffic. Traffic patterns are different during different times of the day and days of the
week. Nevertheless, traffic is similar at similar times of same days on different weeks. That is,
Wednesday rush hour traffic this week is similar to Wednesday rush hour traffic next week and
the same applies of other days and other periods of the day. This fact is extremely important in
helping the decision makers to plan various activities such as road works, closures, events etc.
Table 7. Testing HMM Decision
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Additionally, testing the traffic sequence vectors using the neurofuzzy networks suggested
by HMM, the error produced by the hybrid model outperforms other tested models. It produced
an MAE error of almost 6% which is much smaller in comparison to 15% of [1] model. Table 8
summarizes the ANFIS error of all models used.

Figure 14. Training of the 25 ANFIS
Table 8. Summary of Different ANFIS errors

6. Limitations and Challenges
In [1] approach, one ANFIS network was used to predict traffic congestion. In this paper, the
hybrid approach utilizes one ANFIS network for each time period where there are 5 periods per
working day of the week. This results in 25 different ANFIS networks per working week. Those
25 networks need to be evaluated each time a test vector is introduced. However, practically
speaking, only two ANFIS needs to be evaluated. Those are the ANFIS chosen by HMM and the
ANFIS corresponding to the specific time period. Therefore, theoretically speaking, the model
uses twice as much time to take a decision in comparison to single ANFIS approach if it is run
sequentially.
The code is written in MATLAB and the time used to execute the code was measured in each
case. Single ANFIS approach uses 17 seconds while the new approach uses 40 seconds for
testing two ANFIS models. A complete run of the 25 ANFIS and 25 HMMs consume 550
seconds. In addition, HMM adds more complexity to the system as it evaluates the test vector
first. It is therefore important to note that for practical implementation, the ANFIS and HMM
must be trained once in order to operate online. For the system update, it can be calibrated or retrained offline as new data becomes available due to the size of the data and structure of the
model.
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From analytical complexity point of view, it is extremely difficult to measure the asymptotic
behavior of individual MATLAB functions. Therefore, the focus here is on the complexity of
the actual code written. Both models, the standard single ANFIS and the hybrid HMM-ANFIS
have asymptotic behavior of O(n2).
7. Conclusion
In this paper, a time aware hybrid HMM-ANFIS model is introduced. The model takes into
consideration that traffic differs according to different times of the day and various days of the
week. In the model, HMM is employed to choose an ANFIS model from the pool of available
ANFIS models to predict the incoming traffic. The decision lookahead horizon is 90 minutes and
is updated every 15 minutes using Viterbi Algorithm. Testing the proposed model, it is found
that 75% of the time the chosen ANFIS model by HMM is the one preallocated for this particular
time period while 25% of the time the decision allocates a different ANFIS model than the one
preallocated for the period. At first thought, this result was unexpected, however it makes perfect
sense. The reason being, the ANFIS is trained with data profile specific to particular time period
of the day or day of the week.
Therefore, it is more likely to be chosen by HMM as the best network to classify an unknown
test sequence from its corresponding time period. There are instances where an unknown test
vector would be best represented by a network different than its corresponding time period. The
result of such a change in the network to use has reduced the prediction error of the ANFIS model
to 6%. This outperforms the standard stand alone neurofuzzy approach. Further, the paper
discusses the proper choice of training and testing data through an empirical evaluation. Future
work includes testing the effect of seasonality on traffic congestion pattern.
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